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Introduction
[1] Long after she took the famous photograph, “Migrant Mother” (figure 1), Dorothea
Lange remembered that the hungry and desperate mother never questioned the
photographer’s motives. During the spring of 1936, the family had been living on frozen
vegetables picked from the surrounding fields and the birds their children killed. Lange
speculated that the migrants seemed to know that taking pictures might help. She was right.
This particular photograph not only brought immediate relief to starving California pea
pickers, it stimulated popular support for President Roosevelt’s “New Deal,” which would
go on to aid millions of impoverished Americans. Eventually, Dorothea Lange’s “Migrant
Mother” became an icon of the Great Depression (see Lange; San Francisco Chronicle).
[2] While many of us are familiar with “Migrant Mother,” what is less well known is that this
picture is one of approximately 164,000 photographs preserved by the Library of Congress
as a part of their Farm Security Administration/Office of War Information collection (for
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further information on this collection, see
the Library of Congress). Between 1935 and
1943, nearly twenty different photographers
were funded by federal dollars to produce a
vast visual portrait of America. Their
original mission was to make an accurate,
visible description of American rural
poverty and to document the government’s
efforts to improve it.
[3] With the outbreak of World War II,
creating war propaganda became a national
priority. Consequently the project’s goals
began to change and, in 1942, the
photographic project of the Farm Security
Administration (FSA) was transferred to the
Office of War Information (OWI). By 1943
its founding director had resigned and
arranged for the photographs to be
deposited in the Library of Congress.
[4] While there were several federally
funded artistic projects during the Great
1. “Migrant Mother,” Dorothea Lange, March
Depression, the FSA photographic division Figure
1936. LC-USF34-009058-C. Library of Congress.
focused on documenting destitute families,
migrant problems, poor housing, and environmental decay. Photographers took pictures of
rural poverty and New Deal programs. A select few images were printed up and sent to
newspapers and magazines. At their office in Washington DC, pictures were made up into
traveling poster shows around topics such as “Sharecropping” or “the Southern Negro.”
These posters were mailed to schools, church groups, camera clubs, and benevolent
organizations. More complicated exhibitions were sent to art museums and photographic
shows. Publishers were given free use of FSA photographs to illustrate their books.
[5] Roy E. Stryker, who directed the FSA photographic project, believed that if Americans
could only see rural poverty they would be motivated to support Roosevelt’s economic
reforms. Keep in mind that most Americans had little national awareness and even less
interest in the federal government’s economic remedies. Picture magazines like Life had just
been founded, there was no television nightly news, and movie newsreels concentrated on
epic disasters and wars. With no national road system, most Americans were only aware of
what their own communities looked like. During the thirties and forties the FSA
photographic project introduced a diverse, and at times frightening, picture of American
society to the American people.
[6] The photographs and correspondence stored at the Library of Congress are more than
mere reminders of past decades or clues to how Americans represent poverty and reform.
Among the many FSA photographs are religious spaces, activities, images, communities, and
leaders. Government photographers shot home interiors filled with shrines (see figure 2) and
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streets sprinkled with church billboards and gospel cars. While it is difficult to determine the
proportion of religious images in the file, there is no question that the photographs provide a
visual source of domestic and public manifestations of religion in the thirties and forties.
[7] By the 1940s, American city life
appeared in the file. Of the 420 pictures
taken of African American life on
Chicago’s South Side, for example, 18
percent depicted religious activities.
Storefront congregations joined the rural
wooden churches in front of the
photographers’ camera (Natanson: 148).
However, unlike the image of Migrant
Mother, these pictures of religious
behaviors were not seen during the thirties
and forties.
[8] This essay introduces the photographic
unit of the Farm Security Administration
and focuses on pictures of religious
practices and material culture. While
Stryker believed that religion was an
integral part of American society and
culture, both he and his photographers
were profoundly skeptical of the ability of
religious organizations to effect change in
the modern world. Their ideological and Figure 2. Woman and child in front of a home shrine.
artistic orientations shaped what they saw Russell Lee, San Antonio, Texas, March 1939, LCof American religion. Consequently, the USF34-032623-D.
FSA/OWI file presents a particular
perspective of the religious practices of the Depression Era. The photographs provide both
a window into the religious behaviors of men and women of the 1930s and 1940s and serve
as a mirror of the aesthetic and political orientation of a select group of reform-oriented
photographers.
The New Deal and Roy Stryker
[9] A key conviction of New Deal reformers was that rural America was on the brink of
disaster. Photographers used churches without people to aptly reflect this FSA assumption
of decaying rural society. By shooting rickety churches sitting in empty fields, photographers
accentuated the abandoned and deteriorating nature of agrarian life. Like decaying homes,
deserted farms, and desiccated people, decomposing churches reflected the reformist
opinion that rural life had lost its vitality and was vanishing into the natural environment.
[10] Empty churches, however, were not as successful in communicating the hopelessness of
life during the Depression as were abandoned farms and exhausted people. With their hand
painted signs and white-washed facades, few churches looked totally abandoned. Eliminating
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the distracting congregation only served to focus attention on the strong lines and balanced
proportions of vernacular architecture (for example, see figure 3; LC-USF342-008279-A; and
LC-USF34-009754-C). Rather than signal the decline of rural life, churches reflected the
creative spirit of the poor who used their limited materials and energy to construct spaces
where they could momentarily transcend hard work and deprivation.
[11] When interior photographs included
religious decorations, it was even more
difficult to convey the spiritual destitution
of the poor. Cheap religious lithographs,
like colorful calendars and newspaper
advertisements, frequently decorated rural
homes. Unlike advertisements, religious
prints
reflected
iconographic
and
theological traditions that stressed values
other than consumerism, glamour, and
achievement. Even if the householder used
the prints as decoration, representations of
Jesus, saints, biblical sayings, and religious
admonitions visually opened up his or her
materially constricted world into a much
larger religious world of structured beliefs
and rituals (see figure 4).
[12] Roy Stryker was charged not only with
documenting the effects of the Depression,
he was also asked to illustrate New Deal
reforms. The photographers made visual Figure 3. Church, Southeastern U.S. Walter Evans.
publicity for land-use planning, migrant 1936. LC-USF342-008262-A. Library of Congress.
labor camps, semi-cooperative farm
projects, various loan and grant programs, and tenant-purchase plans. He saw photography
as an educational tool that could provoke social change.
The Perspective of Individual Photographers
[13] In spite of Stryker’s understanding of photography, the FSA photographers never used
religious spaces, activities, or people to communicate the power and effectiveness of New
Deal reforms (see McDannell: 25-51). In order for the government to be the only
meaningful actor of change and reform, religious institutions and spiritual beliefs had to be
as ineffectual and dispossessed as the poor. Like the people they were ministering to,
Christian charities were pictured as hampered by traditional, out-of-date values and confined
by limited resources. To show charities as successful in coping with poverty would have
been to reduce the importance and innovation of Roosevelt’s New Deal reforms and thus to
undermine the popular characterization of an active government rescuing a passive people.
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Figure 4. Bedroom with religious pictures on mud walls of mixed race workers on a
cotton plantation. Marion Post [Wolcott]. Melrose, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana June
1940. LC-USF34-054651-D. Library of Congress.

Figure 5. Lemuel Smith and his family saying grace at the afternoon meal. Jack Delano,
Carroll County, Georgia, April 1941, LC-USF34-043863-D.
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[14] If the FSA photographers had only intended to document Depression decay and New
Deal reform, then religion would have played a minor part in the corpus of pictures. Stryker,
had other goals as well. He planned to create a visual record of the entire spectrum of
American life. Ansel Adams, who had little sympathy for such grandiose and inartistic
ambitions, chided Stryker that what he had were not photographers, but a bunch of
sociologists with cameras (quoted in Stryker and Wood: 8). Most of the religious images
found in the FSA file were produced in order to satisfy Stryker’s desire to illustrate
Americans as strong, confident, determined, and creative.
[15] In a photograph by Jack Delano, for example, Southern poverty has been replaced by
Southern reverence. Rather than show tenant farmers scrounging for their livelihood,
Delano has them gathering around a neatly furnished table saying prayers before their
lunchtime meal (figure 5). Presenting people in prayer – much in the same way as presenting
them in clean and pressed overalls – tells the viewer that they have lives that are orderly and
meaningful. Certainly Delano could have photographed desperately poor people in prayer,
but for him representing people as
religious worked against showing them as
hopeless. Confident Americans, Americans
who could hold their own against the
disasters of the Depression or the horrors
of World War II, had religion.
[16] Photographers rarely spent much time
with a religious community, but when they
did it was typically during the Easter or
Christmas season. Marjory Collins, for
example, photographed Easter celebrations
in a Polish Catholic community in Buffalo
(see figure 6). Russell Lee portrayed with
equal appreciation African American
churches celebrating Easter on Chicago’s
South Side. Stryker eventually came to
believe that a long series of photographs
on a particular topic, a photo-essay, would
be easier placed in magazines or at
photographic exhibitions. But the FSA
photographers were not anthropologists.
They rarely stayed more than two weeks in
a community, made caption errors, and
photographed ritual behavior in order to
make points that rarely had to do with
religion per se.

Figure 6. Priest blessing the food-laden table on the
Saturday before Easter at a home in the Polish
community. Marjory Collins, Buffalo, New York, April
1943. LC-USW3- 023763-D. Library of Congress.

[17] The photographers also imagined themselves as more than “sociologists with cameras.”
Dorothea Lange posed “Migrant Mother” and her children to achieve not only a social
intent but a specific artistic design (Curtis: 167). Pictures of churches and cemeteries
frequently were shot in order to convey the artistic visions of the photographers. In order to
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turn religion into art, photographers de-emphasized religious people and stressed the beauty
of the building or space. Photographers waited for the congregation, with its distracting
clothing and expressions, to move away from their church so that the purity of the buildings
lines and form could be exposed. Shape and space, they felt, could then speak to the larger
concerns of history, universal values, or traditional culture.
[18] Walker Evans, perhaps the most famous of the FSA photographers, was particularly
devoted to producing artistic photographs that showed his fondness for modernist styles of
art. In his photograph of a Alabama country church (figure 7), he presents the space as silent
and empty. He has composed the picture to emphasize balance, harmony, stillness, order,
and simplicity. Churchy clutter or enthusiastic worshipers, which one might expect in such a
space, are eliminated. The artistic vision of the photographer takes precedence over the
everyday life of the congregation.

Figure 7. Church interior. Walker Evans, Alabama, July 1936, LC-USF342-008285-A. Library
of Congress.

[19] Stryker insisted that religion was central to the American story, but for the most part
“religion” meant the activities of Christians. His Protestant background enabled him to
recognize the church on the American landscape, but rarely the synagogue. Images of
Protestant and Catholic life dominate the file and there are only a few photographs of Jews,
synagogue life, or Jewish culture. The notable exception of this is the series of photographs
that Jack Delano took of the Jewish community of Colchester, CT (see McDannell: 167-95).
Stryker sent photographers into the Great Plains and Southwest, but did not urge them to
include Indian tribal life in their visual repertoire; Native American religious life was never
photographed.
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John Collier: Rural New Mexico
[20] In the 1940s, John Collier Jr., whose father had been Commissioner of Indian Affairs in
New Mexico, tried to undertake a photographic project among Pueblo tribes. Stryker was not
enthused, so Collier turned his attention to life in rural New Mexico. In 1943 Collier sent to
Stryker almost one hundred photographs of Catholic life in Peñasco and the nearby village
of Trampas (for a fuller discussion of the New Mexico project, see McDannell: 139-65).

Figure 8. Father Cassidy, from the parish of Peñasco smoking and talking things over with
a parishioner. John Collier, Taos County, New Mexico. January 1943. Library of Congress.

[21] Many of those photographs centered on the activities of parish priest, Father Walter
Cassidy, a young native New Mexican priest whose parents had emigrated from Ireland.
Cassidy’s fluency in Spanish and his knowledge of local customs permitted his intimate
involvement with the lives of his parishioners. The photo essay Collier produced accentuates
Cassidy’s role as a confidant community leader while down playing the priest’s religious
duties. Father Cassidy, for instance, directed a Boy Scout troop, and Collier photographed
the priest taking his boys on hikes and giving out merit badges. There are no similar pictures
of Catholic youth groups or children attending mass or learning their catechism. Collier also
photographed Cassidy visiting a mother and her newborn baby, rather than showing him
baptizing the child. Another picture shows an informal Cassidy smoking his cigarette while
the picture’s caption explains that he is “talking things over with one of his parishioners”1
John Collier’s photographs of Father Walter Cassidy include a portrait (LC-USW3-017399-C), blessing the
merit badges (LC-USW3-018001-C); visiting a mother and baby (LC-USW3-017371-C); smoking and talking
things over (LC-USW3-017401-C), with the quote coming from Collier’s caption.
1
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(figure 8). Collier depicts Cassidy as a leader and a friend who just happened also to be a
Catholic priest.
[22] Father Cassidy moved easily between his secular activities and his explicitly Catholic
responsibilities. Collier, however, rarely photographed the priest attending to the spiritual
needs of his flock in spite of the fact the diocese was supportive of Collier’s project. I
suggest that the stress on the secular was Collier’s attempt to say that in America, religion
does not disrupt communities by trying to gain the upper hand in reform or by promoting a
set of values different from that of the government. Collier was producing photographs that
used American religion as supportive of the American way of life. Catholicism, as Collier
represents it, is not an alien or foreign religion because it serves the interests of the local
community. American priests, Collier appears to be saying, were young and modern. Their
primary involvement was with their parishioners social lives; not their spiritual lives.
[23] The photographs that
illustrated the spiritual lives
of this community also had
to fit preconceived notions
of what real religion was all
about. Collier took most of
his shots not in the modern
Catholic church of Peñasco
but in the small chapel of
nearby Trampas. While
Father Cassidy could be
very contemporary in his
lifestyle and approach to his
parishioners, Catholic ritual
life was portrayed as
belonging to a faraway time
of bleeding Santos and
kneeling penitents. When
Collier
photographed
Cassidy saying Mass, one
could barely see the priest
on
the
altar.
The
Figure 9. Women of the congregation (men probably on the other side)
congregation was shot from kneeling in the church of San José de Gracias de las Trampas. John
the back so individual faces Collier, Trampas, New Mexico, January 1943. Library of Congress.
could not humanize the
scene (figure 9). Cassidy’s secular activities made sense to Collier but the priest’s ritual life
must have felt foreign to him.
[24] As a religious outsider, Collier could not see the connection of ritual to the pragmatic
world of the everyday. Collier consistently pictures Catholic spirituality as something ancient
and mysterious. I suspect that Collier did not see Catholic spirituality as entirely irrelevant in
modern society, but his photographs reveal his discomfort with where piety fit into
contemporary New Mexican life. He cast the religion of the people of Trampas as something
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quaint and non-threatening but also intriguingly mysterious. The photographs of Trampas
and Peñasco indicate that Collier felt more comfortable with Catholic spirituality when he
could transform it into something familiar; something with which he could relate. Draped
crucifixes, sorrowful Madonnas, and armored angels made sense to him when they were seen
not as religious images but as art.
[25] Like some of the FSA photographers, Collier was trained as a painter. Like all of the
photographers, Collier sought to compose artistic photographs. The Trampas chapel
provided a means to portray the beauty of New Mexican architecture and design. The
church’s exterior must have reminded Collier of the paintings Georgia O’Keeffe made of
Taos churches as he took several photographs reminiscent of her style (see, for example, LCUSW3-013692-C). Within the church, he focused on the retablos and statues, carefully
shooting them without any people present to distract from their beauty (see, for example,
LC-USW3-017872-C). When the sacred was recast into the artistic, Collier could more easily
display his respect and awe of New Mexican Catholicism. For this man who never had any
personal involvement with religion, religion qua religion could not stand by itself. Religion
had to be reduced either into pragmatic community service or museum-quality art.
Gordon Parks: African American Piety
[26] Several FSA photographers used religious ritual as a means to explore African American
piety. From charismatic preaching in storefront churches to high church processions of
Black Episcopalians in Chicago, the photographers included religion in their photo essays of
African American life (see McDannell: 197-266).
[27] Gordon Parks’ photoessay on Ella Watson provides one example of how FSA
photographers documented the richness of African American Christianity (for a fuller
discussion of Gordon Parks, see McDannell: 255-67). Parks, a Midwestern
African-American, was surprised at the racism he encountered in 1942 when he arrived in
Washington to join Stryker’s team. That August, in order to illustrate the injustices of life in
the nation’s capital, he shot a series of photographs of Ella Watson who had been cleaning
government offices for 26 years and still only earned an annual salary of $1080 (mentioned
in several of Gordon Park’s captions; see, for example, LC-USF34-013417-C). Only one of
the photographs has ever been widely reproduced, a parody of Grant Woods’ painting
“American Gothic” (figure 10). Parks wrote that this picture helped expose the evils of
racism, poverty, discrimination, and bigotry by showing the people who suffered most under
it. According to Parks, Stryker was less enthused about the polemical nature of the
photograph and recalled him saying, “Keep working with her, “Let’s see what happens”
(231).
[28] After seeing Watson at work, Parks photographed her Washington row house. These
pictures are not famous because they present a much more complicated picture of African
American life in the nation’s capital. On her bedroom dresser, she had assembled an altar
that must have intrigued Parks since he took several pictures of it. Parks, who had spent his
early years in a strict Methodist household, had Watson place her Bible on the dresser to
accompany the statues of Catholic saints. In the dresser’s mirror, he then photographed the
reflection of two of Watson’s grandchildren (there are many examples of Park’s use of Ella
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Watson’s mirror; see the photos surrounding LC-USF34-013445-C). Parks captured in the
picture a critical element of Christian spirituality – the association of the human family with
divine characters. Protestants and Catholics in their domestic religion often place pictures of
Jesus or saints next to portraits of their family members. The divine is integrated into the
everyday life of the family, and the family gains an element of religious importance.

Figure 10. Mrs. Ella Watson as “American Gothic.”
Gordon Parks, Washington, D.C. August 1942.
Library of Congress.

Figure 11. Mrs. Ella Watson receiving anointment
from Reverend Clara Smith during the Flower Bowl
Demonstration, a service held one a year at the St.
Martin's Spiritual church. Gordon Parks. Washington,
D.C. August 1942. Library of Congress.

[29] Ella Watson’s home shrine connected her not only to the saints in heaven but also to
her own church on earth. Parks followed Watson to the Verbryke Spiritual church that was
founded in 1928 by Vondell V. Gassaway. There he shot twenty-five photographs of the
congregation, focusing on a ritual he called in his captions “the annual flower bowl
demonstration.” While “American Gothic” presents a direct message to the viewer, the
rituals of Verbryke church were opaque and meaningful only to those initiated into that
community. Church-goers participated in an eclectic service that combined Catholic
iconography with Pentecostal spirituality and elaborate rituals with charismatic preaching.
Male and female ministers spoke from the Bible and served the cult of the saints. Rather
than communicating the material depravity of African American life, Parks’ photographs
portray a religious world filled with distinctive dress, statues, candles, flowers, oils, and water.
[30] Watson’s church life sharply contrasted with her working life. In the photo essay she is
surrounded by black women rather than white men. Instead of wearing drab work dresses,
she wore special clothing. At church, she was given a blessing and anointing as opposed to
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having to give of her labor (figure 11). No longer merely a case study for racism in America,
Watson’s life is broadened and deepened by the inclusion of her religious rituals.
[31] Parks spent little effort to understand
the history, theology, or rites of the
Spiritual church. However, unlike Collier,
whose photographs downplay New
Mexican spirituality, Parks accepted the
importance of ritual to Watson and the
members of her church. He shot several
pictures of Reverend Gassaway preaching
to the congregation while they sat in quiet
attention, and he did not shy away from
photographing the more unusual elements
of the service, such as when Gassaway
stands in a pool of water surrounded by
flowers: dressed in a cape, standing next
to a statue of the Virgin Mary, the
minister stares boldly into the camera
(figure 12).
[32] Parks also filmed close-ups of several
women who were giving donations to a
robed female minister while they were
being anointed (LC-USF34-013492-C best Figure 12. Revered Vondell Gassaway, pastor of the St.
illustrates, this but see also neighboring Martin’s Spiritual church, standing in a bowl of sacred
photos). Religion, the photographs seem water banked with roses. During the annual “Flower
to be saying, is about exchange and Bowl Demonstration,” he blesses each flower and gives
reciprocity. Even though the Verbryke it to a member who has been anointed and prayed for
a long line of disciples. Gordon Parks, Washington,
Church must have looked odd to by
D.C. Aug 1942. Library of Congress.
Methodist Gordon Parks, he recognized
that through religious rituals African Americans linked their lives to the supernatural. For
Parks it was religious people rather than religious buildings that demonstrated the texture of
American Christianity.
Dorothea Lange: Migrant Life
[33] Like John Collier and Gordon Parks, Dorothea Lange did not share the faith of the
people she photographed. In March of 1937 and June of 1938 Lange photographed refugees
from Oklahoma and Texas who had come to California for the harvest. Lange’s primary
photographic goal was to document migrant life during the Depression: crowds waiting for
relief checks, families travelling in over-packed cars, tent camps, and the strenuous work of
picking vegetables and fruit.
[34] Lange’s carefully composed images of religious behavior consistently depict Christianity
as supportive of the enduring pride and dignity of the poor (see McDannell: 2-3 and 28-34).
While back-breaking labor commanded most of the migrants’ attention, Lange also
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photographed religious practices: a couple singing hymns inside their tent, a group of
children attending an outdoor Sunday school, women and children at a revival meeting, and
a bus with a “Jesus Saves” sign. Migrant families expressed deeply rooted religious
sentiments that survived displacement and poverty. They might have left their churches
behind, but they continued to teach their children gospel principles, sing uplifting hymns,
and hold revival meetings. Rather than portraying evangelical Protestantism as taking control
away from the individual, in these photographs the poor are portrayed as exercising control
over their own lives via religious acts.
[35] None of Lange’s
photographs of religious
behavior received the same
notoriety
as
“Migrant
Mother.” The image was
successful because it created
the correct balance as defined
by middle class standards
between the despair of
poverty and the power of the
human spirit. If we compare
“Migrant Mother” with
another photograph Lange
took at approximately the
same time, we can see how
religious images were not
only
inappropriate
as
propaganda for New Deal
reforms, but how they could
challenge prevailing gender
assumptions as well.
[36] In June of 1938, Lange
took two pictures of the Figure 13. “Victory through Christ” Society holding its Sunday
Sunday morning revival of Morning Revival in a garage. Dorothea Lange, Dos Palos, California,
June 1938. LC-USF34-018216-E. Library of Congress.
the Victory through Christ
Society. The revival took place in a garage, and Lange included in her caption several lines of
the testimony of a woman I will call “Revival Mother” (figure 13 and LC-USF34-018301-E).
“Revival Mother,” unlike “Migrant Mother,” does not show a poorly-dressed woman,
bounded by her children, gazing out toward an uncertain future. “Revival Mother” stands by
herself with her arms outstretched praising the Lord. She wears her Sunday best, including a
hat, and appears confident in her religious rapture. This woman recalls the independent New
Testament women condemned for preaching in public, not the humble Virgin Mary.
[37] If Lange intended to evoke the Madonna and child motif in “Migrant Mother,” then
perhaps in “Revival Mother” the mystical light streaming in from the outside represents the
power of the Holy Spirit come to comfort and enlighten the Christian. Stryker quickly saw
the power of “Migrant Mother” to elicit sympathy for the California migrants and thus gain
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popular support for New Deal reforms. The strength and independence of “Revival
Mother,” on the other hand, does not stimulate pity. Rather it places the viewer in the
position of a voyeur who can add nothing to what God is already giving the woman.
“Revival Mother” fails as a call to social reform, but succeeds as a powerful illustration of
charismatic piety.
Photographers’ Distaste for Religion
[38] Not all FSA photographers were as open to the significance of religious expression as
Lange, Parks, and Collier. Correspondence to Stryker reveals that one photographer, Marion
Post Wolcott, expressed serious reservations about religion. In 1939 after a difficult time
trying to coordinate her visit to rural Florida with Protestant relief workers, she wrote an
exasperated letter to Stryker: “Maybe I’m intolerant in my own way . . . but god damn it I
can’t stand their approach to problems or their unrealistic and sentimental way of handling
it. After a whole day of that crap and listening to their playing Jesus I could just plain puke”
(Roy Stryker Papers). While other FSA photographers could be satisfied with merely
depicting religion as a part of American culture, Wolcott could see religion as only standing
in the way of New Deal reforms.
[39] Wolcott’s distaste and distrust of
Christians, however, is not expressed in the
tone of her photographs (for Marion Post
Wolcott’s work in Kentucky, see
McDannell: 97-105). Her 1940 photograph
of an outdoor baptism in Kentucky, for
instance, is an elegant composition of the
communal ritual of a Baptist church (LCUSF34-055314-D). As with Collier, Wolcott
respected the religious “folk” while
distrusting the larger organizations to which
many of them belonged.
[40] Stryker would not have put up with
direct criticism of religion, but he did
permit softer commentaries. Several FSA
photographers used juxtaposition to explore
what they must have seen as the confusing
ways that religious people mingled the
secular and profane. In 1939 John Vachon
photographed an itinerant preacher’s gospel
truck parked in front of the United States Figure 14. Truck of an itinerant parked in front of
capitol building (figure 14). The pristine the U.S. capitol. John Vachon, Washington, D.C. July
1939. Library of Congress.
ideals of democracy symbolized by the
capitol dome are contrasted with the rambling jeremiad of evangelical religion expressed on
the old truck. Vachon appears to be presenting the secular and sacred paths to salvation:
either through public commitment to good government or private repentance and being
“born again.” Given his placement of the capitol, with its symmetrical columns and direct
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simplicity, above the vehicle with its asymmetrical printing and jumbled message, there is
little question that the government is felt to be more reliable than pietistic faith.

Figure 15. Graveyard, houses, and steel mill. Walker Evans. Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 1935.
LC-USF342-001167-A. Library of Congress.

[41] Walker Evans’ well-known 1935 photograph of Bethlehem, PA, also plays with
juxtaposition to criticize – albeit lightly – religion and society (figure 15). By collapsing
various layers of urban environments, Evans contrasts the religious world of the graveyard,
the domestic world of the row house, and the work world of the steel mill. His placement of
the cross in a dominant position asks the viewer to consider whether Christian faith actually
can conquer death and decay or if religion – like the row house and steel mill – is merely
another doomed social institution.
[42] In a more light-hearted vein, Russell Lee’s 1940 photograph of rural advertisements
(two for local churches and one for the movie “White Zombies”) plays with our sense that
the sacred should be separated from the profane, church going from movie going (figure 16).
As with John Collier’s photographs of Father Walter Cassidy, the truly spiritual – according
to the secular intellectual – must come from a different time and exist in a different place
from the everyday. FSA photographers, like other cultural critics of the period, preferred
that authentic religion rise above the prosaic nature of contemporary culture. Gospel texts
did not belong on trucks; crosses had little in common with factory smokestacks; church
services and movies should be distinct activities. Most religious Americans did not look at
things that way. Americans frequently mixed together religious images with work, family,
leisure, consumer goods, and entertainment. The poignancy and the humor of photographs
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like those by Vachon, Evans, and Lee depend on and reinforce the elite assumption that
religion and everyday life should be separated.

Figure 16. Signs in town. Russell Lee. Hobbs, New Mexico, 1940. LC-USF34-035815-D.
Library of Congress.

Conclusion
[43] The Farm Security Administration photographs provide a rich and accessible source for
images of religious America. The file is particularly strong in its representation of Christian
rituals and material culture of the 1930s and 1940s. Church architecture, gospel cars and
trucks, home altars, and evangelical bulletin boards present the religion of Americans as
visual and tactile. However, the file’s religious pictures were only partially supportive of the
FSA goal to document a “depressed” America. Illustrations of religious behavior, even of
people in materially impoverished conditions, served to present evidence of an enduring
local culture. Stryker, however, saw the file as more than a compilation of pictures of poverty
and governmental reform. He intended to create a visual record of American life, especially a
life that was dignified and creative. Religious spaces, behaviors, and images indicated that
both the poor and the middle class engaged in activities that took them beyond the struggles
of everyday life. While religion might raise the spiritual sensibilities of the people, neither
Stryker nor his photographers pictured the church as a serious contender in the arena of
social reform. When Christian charities were portrayed either in the photographs or in
written correspondence they are represented as old-fashioned, paternalistic, and ineffectual.
The New Deal reformers and the FSA photographers were both decidedly secular.
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[44] The artistic motivations of the photographers also worked to dignify – perhaps even to
romanticize – the lives of the poor. Walker Evans preferred his churches empty and quiet.
John Collier ignored the modern Catholic churches of New Mexico and photographed those
where the parishioners knelt on bare wooden floors. When the sacred had been recast into
the folkloric and then into the artistic, Collier could more easily display his respect and awe
of New Mexican Catholicism.
[45] The FSA photographs provide a rich source for deepening our understanding of how
Americans lived their religion during the Depression. It is particularly successful in showing
the diversity of African American Christianity. At the same time, the file furnishes a glimpse
into how a small group of middle-class American men and women photographers, created a
specific picture of American religions. Their photographs, as with all human creations, must
be interpreted as a mixture of reality and a particular “take” on reality. We will never be able
to say with conviction – “this is what they mean.” We can only offer tentative interpretations
that respect the complexities of the photographer, the thing being photographed, and the
context in which the exchange takes place.
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